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So What’s all the 
Buzz about 
DevOps?



Sometimes it seems we are
working at odds …

You have a hi-level common goal
But HOW to get there seems to elude team 
members!

Let’s listen in: https://youtu.be/8Amu3UBj-qw

https://youtu.be/8Amu3UBj-qw


Why All the Buzz about DevOps?

• Gets at the core of tensions in many IT 
organizations:
– Different priorities of Dev and Ops! 
– A need to be more responsive to 

business changes, and deliver 
incremental improvements faster

– While maintaining a stable, highly 
available IT infrastructure, and …

– And delivering a quality service that meets the needs of the 
business, customers and users

• Can DevOps help? Is it a new “framework”?
How can it add value?



So What is DevOps Anyway?

• DevOps: Not a product or technology, but rather an 
emerging “methodology” or way of working
– Should be holistic—involving people, process, 

and technology 
– Can be thought of as an “extension” of Agile 
– About dissolving “barriers” between 

development groups and operations
– Improving collaboration between dev and ops  
– Leverages automated testing, as well as CI monitoring 

• More a philosophy or way of working than a formal 
standard or framework. Short for “Collaboration between 
Development and Operations” 



What then is the Role of ITIL?

• ITIL: The “framework” for delivering and 
managing technology as a service 

• Proven, well-adopted framework of IT 
best practices

• A “service” is a means of delivering value
• Customers want outcomes—the result of a service

– They understand that a service provider is required to provide 
whatever IT services are necessary to help them achieve those 
outcomes

– The rub?  Customers want new, value added functionality and 
performance – without any unwanted “side effects”

– How does DevOps approach then fit in?



Where Does DevOps Fit In?

• While DevOps emphasizes collaboration and 
communication, so does ITIL!

• In fact, there is no inherent conflict 
between DevOps and ITIL

• Upon examination, it becomes clear 
that the two are very complementary
– DevOps provides us with “new light” in 

which we can examine the ITIL framework in several key areas
– Offering the ability to improve core processes, functions, and 

principles within ITIL
– ITIL provides the overall framework within which a DevOps 

approach can operate, boosting effectiveness
and efficiency!



DevOps and ITIL….

Do They Conflict, or are they
Complementary?



A Little Background on DevOps

• “DevOps” arose as a movement a few years ago 
– Managers began to realize that something needed to be done 

to close the collaboration gap between development and support 
operations

– To speed responsiveness to the business 
and customers

• With the trend toward mobile, the 
“economy of apps” was born! 
– Work transitioned to a mobile workforce, 

and applications transitioned to smaller, portable “apps” 
– To stay ahead, organizations needed regular updates to “apps” 

that could empower workers, attract customers, and amount 
to a competitive differentiation. 



Agile, “Scrum” and DevOps

• Developer organizations began to feel the pressure to be 
more responsive to business demands 
– The notion of “Agile” development teams was born, and 

development groups began to develop and deploy new, updated 
releases of code on a more frequent basis 

• Agile - a philosophy of how to optimally develop and 
deploy apps - is supported by methodologies such as 
Scrum 

• Agile provides the framework within which development 
organizations can work more productively to design, 
code, and ship smaller increments of code more 
frequently to meet customer demand 



How DevOps, Agile, and ITIL 
Relate

• Whereas Agile is a methodology for speeding 
development (using Scrum), DevOps is a way of 
working that has the potential to realize greater benefits 
and faster delivery through Agile 

• Think of DevOps as a “value add” approach to Agile, 
emphasizing: 
– Continuous involvement of operations teams 

with development teams through the lifecycle 
– That ops teams should engage early with dev, 

when forming the vision for the solution 
– Operations teams should also provide input to the 

requirements for the service, and advise on the feasibility of the 
proposed release schedule 



How DevOps, Agile, and ITIL 
Relate (Con’t)

• DevOps adds further value to Agile and ITIL by 
emphasizing automation, thus  …
– Improved deployment frequency, 

enabling faster time to market of 
new/improved application functionality 

– Lower failure rate of new releases 
through improved testing, more frequent fix updates, and faster 
recovery time in the event of a change failure 

– Accelerating common “process models” such as test models, 
standard change updates, or routine release updates 



Where They Fit in the ITIL 
Service Lifecycle

Service          Service Service Service Continual
Strategy         Design            Transition       Operation       Service Improvement

App Development (Agile)

Application Management (thru the lifecycle)

Service Operation (operational support)

DevOps



Where DevOps Fits in the Service 
Lifecycle

• Collaboration, communication, and business 
responsiveness are already a part of ITIL

• Early involvement of technical and application mgt.  
teams is encouraged
– Advise design and development on the supportability and 

fitness of the app for the “live” environment
– Input on the technical architectures (N/W, DB, etc.) that will be 

a supporting part of the “solution”
– Application Mgt. – responsible for the management of apps thru 

the entire service lifecycle – should be engaged right from the 
start, working with development

– Also working with the BRM and the customer to define
the requirements for the “solution”



Where DevOps Fits in the Service 
Lifecycle

• Using ITIL as the framework, and DevOps to optimize
processes and functions, ensures…
– A solid “charter” for the service
– That app mgt. is responsible for the 

“service” through all stages: SS -> SO
– That app mgt. and development work 

closely together during design and 
transition to ensure the app meets 
requirements as part of “the solution”

– That the solution not only launches well, but continues 
delivering not only functionality, but performance as well
throughout its life!



Four Reasons
Why 

DevOps Adds Value
to ITIL



Four Reasons Why DevOps Adds 
Value to ITIL

• First, development teams are pressured by the 
business to deliver frequent updates to apps, a key 
component of services 

• DevOps adds value by encouraging improved levels of 
communication, collaboration, and accountability 
between development and operations...  
– A DevOps approach can bring greater 

appreciation to development of the challenges
faced by service operations! 

– Greater attention can be paid during 
development to assessing the impact of new 
functionality on IT support resources and 
capabilities



Four Reasons Why DevOps Adds 
Value to ITIL

• Second, development and operations teams often report 
to different managers
– Development’s focus is on building new and improved apps, 

while Ops focus is about supporting “live” apps
– A barrier results, unless overcome!   

• DevOps adds value by breaking down 
organizational barriers between dev and 
ops teams 
– Common reporting structure, shared incentives 

helps overcome barriers, facilitating alignment and teamwork 
– As a result, dev and ops teams work better together during 

design, transition and operational support activities



Four Reasons Why DevOps Adds 
Value to ITIL

• Third, it important to realize that “value” is a product of 
functionality, as well as performance!
– Not only what the app does, but also “how it 

does it,” is important 
– Without DevOps, dev’s focus is the app, and 

the functionality delivered by the app 

• DevOps adds value by assuring a uniform 
understanding of “value” across IT service functions 
– DevOps helps assure that Ops and Dev appreciate that it is the 

“service” that delivers the value
– An ITIL and DevOps approach emphasizes the development and 

timely delivery of new functionality, as well as the ongoing 
performance of that functionality. 



Four Reasons Why DevOps Adds 
Value to ITIL

• Fourth, development is normally focused on time-bound, 
project-activities—developing code to meet deadlines 
and deliver increased functionality 
– The priority is developing and delivering 

functionality – “what”, not much “how”
– Ops, in contrast, is charged with support 

of the “service” (the app is a part)
• DevOps adds value by ensuring

early participation of ops teams in 
design and development activities
– Often IT operations is not given the opportunity to provide input 

during design and development activities
– A DevOps approach assures early involvement



The Intersection of DevOps and 
ITIL – Enabling 
Improved Processes
through the 
Service Lifecycle



The ITIL Framework
The “Business” and “Customers”

CSI

SS

SD

ST

SO

Policies, portfolio mgt, finance, demand, and BRM

Design ALL aspects of a “service” in a “SDP”

Build, Test and Deploy the new/changed “service”

Support the service, delivering “value”

SKMS

“SIPs”



DevOps in Service Strategy
The “Business” and “Customers”

CSI

SS

SD

ST

SO

DevOps in Service Strategy, impacting …
Policies, portfolio mgt, finance, demand, and BRM

Design ALL aspects of a “service” in a “SDP”

Build, Test and Deploy the new/changed “service”

Support the service, delivering “value”

SKMS

“SIPs”



DevOps and ITIL – Enabling an 
Improved Service Strategy

• DevOps adds value in service strategy, by ensuring 
that dev and ops functions… 
– Are included during the development of 

overall IT business strategy
– That Dev and Ops priorities are factored 

into the overall IT strategy. They are “on board” with the hi-level 
plan, working together toward achieving common hi-level goals

• A common definition of what constitutes “quality” 
can be defined, communicated and adopted by all teams
– What constitutes a quality design, transition, and deployment 

can thus be assured
– What makes for “success” can be consistently 

applied across ALL stages 



Improved Business Relationships 
in Service Strategy

• BRM benefits when finding ways to include reps from 
both Dev and Ops in activities

• Example: “Service Review” meetings that 
review performance, and discuss new 
needs would benefit…
– With dev involvement, BRM is more effectively able to 

communicate the potential for new technology to meet needs
– Dev also gets direct feedback on any application problems, or 

improvement opportunities. “In process” dev activity could be 
shared, with direct and transparent feedback.

– Operation support could also provide direct updates on any 
support issues, and be apprised of any 
customer concerns.



DevOps and Service Design
The “Business” and “Customers”

CSI

SS

SD

ST

SO

Policies, portfolio mgt, finance, demand, and BRM

DevOps in Service Design and Development ...
Design ALL aspects of a “service” in a “SDP”

Build, Test and Deploy the new/changed “service”

Support the service, delivering “value”

SKMS

“SIPs”



DevOps and ITIL – Enabling
Improved Service Design

• DevOps also adds value during service design by 
ensuring active participation from both ops and dev 
teams - resulting in the potential for designing improved 
functionality and performance 

• Agile, if used by Dev, is active during SD and ST
• Design Coordination creates the “design 

package”, and must ensure that the 
right “stakeholders” are included 
– Development, to assure optimized app

and technology elements are “designed
in”

– Operation support, to ensure support 
considerations are “designed in”



DevOps and Service Transition
The “Business” and “Customers”

CSI

SS

SD

ST

SO

Policies, portfolio mgt, finance, demand, and BRM

Design ALL aspects of a “service” in a “SDP”

DevOps in Service Transition, involved with …
Build, Test and Deploy the new/changed “service”

Supporting the service, delivering the  “value”

SKMS

“SIPs”



DevOps and ITIL – Enabling 
Improved Service Transition

• During service transition, a DevOps approach 
facilitates the effectiveness and efficiency of change 
management
– Start with good Change Management, 

and clear criteria for “types” of changes
– Plan to minimize emergency changes,

maximize standard changes
– Leverage automation to deliver 

standard changes rapidly, consistently, and successfully
– The “right” CAB members, including reps from Dev and Ops to 

minimize risk and facilitate decision making for a proposed 
change



Improved Release and Deployment  
in Service Transition 

• DevOps improves release and deployment 
management by including dev and ops teams in release 
planning, build, test, and deployment activities

• Without Dev and Ops participation
– Release planning may be faulty 
– Build and test, and deployment plans 

would be incomplete

• With a DevOps approach, 
optimized planning, as well as a mirrored test 
environment, and optimized testing can be provided for –
and a quality service can be assured



DevOps Parallel Processing 
in Service Transition

• Leaving planning to engage after development 
completes lengthens the overall delivery timeframe

• DevOps stresses that Release and 
Deployment teams should be working 
in parallel as much as possible
– DevOps ITIL would start release planning 

early in the service lifecycle, while 
development is completing

– Likewise, where possible, start testing and validation early 
and in parallel with development activities

• Result:  total elapsed time in release and deployment 
activities is collapsed



Improved Knowledge Management 
in Service Transition 

• By encouraging greater collaboration, a DevOps 
approach can facilitate knowledge management as well

• Without a DevOps approach that 
encourages collaboration, dev teams
become “silos”, isolated from ops

• With a DevOps approach, Ops can be:
– Be kept up to date on any changes to apps
– Be equipped with known errors, and work arounds

• Development SMEs would be engaged to contribute, as 
well as review and QA knowledge articles.  The result:  
continual knowledge transfer to Ops teams!



DevOps and Service Operation
The “Business” and “Customers”

CSI

SS

SD

ST

SO

Policies, portfolio mgt, finance, demand, and BRM

Design ALL aspects of a “service” in a “SDP”

Build, Test and Deploy the new/changed “service”

DevOps in Service Operation…
Supporting the service, delivering the  “value”

SKMS

“SIPs”



DevOps and ITIL – Enables 
Improved Incident Mgt.

• Driven by the service desk, incident management is 
focused on quick service restoration 
– But without access to optimized techniques to work around 

issues, this process can be compromised!
– Where are the techniques? Often they are

in the “silos” of development teams
• A DevOps approach that ensures close

collaboration between the service desk 
and development can result in… 
– More effective incident management through regular 

knowledge sharing and skill building at the “tier 1” support 
level



DevOps and ITIL also Enables 
Improved Problem Mgt.

• Problem management also benefits from DevOps, by 
stressing that development, technical and application  
teams ALL participate in the process
– DevOps would “make it easy” for dev to 

share knowledge about problems and 
workarounds as a byproduct of workflow

– Problem reports, with cause and workarounds,
would be continuously captured during development, and be 
included in the Known Error Database (KEDB) available to Ops

• The result: more effective problem and incident 
management, faster service restoration!



DevOps and CSI
The “Business” and “Customers”

CSI

SS

SD

ST

SO

Policies, portfolio mgt, finance, demand, and BRM

Design ALL aspects of a “service” in a “SDP”

Build, Test and Deploy the new/changed “service”

Supporting the service, delivering the  “value”

SKMS

“SIPs”Looking for improvements



DevOps and ITIL – Enabling 
Continual Service Improvement

• Continual service improvement (CSI) also benefits 
from 
– A greater level communication and collaboration between 

development and operations teams
– Resulting in a higher level of teamwork, 

synergy, and creativity
– A greater likelihood of identifying improvement 

opportunities across the lifecycle
– Many of which will be turned into formal CSI improvement 

proposals – some approved and chartered for implementation. 

• The result: higher performance, lower costs, and 
improved service quality. 



Why Does DevOps Matter?  It Adds 
Real Value to ITIL

• The pace of change is increasing 
– Customers are looking to service providers 

to be more responsive, with improvements 
more frequently, of high quality

– Those that can do this will succeed!
• To continue to be relevant, ITIL must change – and  

integrate with other complementary value-add best-
practices, including DevOps

• DevOps is an approach that builds communication, 
collaboration and teamwork. It helps optimize ITIL 
processes across the service lifecycle.



Thank You!

• Paul M. Dooley
• ITIL Expert
• Optimal Connections, LLC
• www.optimalconnections.com

• Questions? 

http://www.optimalconnections.com

